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Influence of Genes and Cultivation Processes to Production of Green Rice 

By 	Miss. Netnapa Wongduang 

Miss. Piranya Thaoua 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project was to study about the influence of breed and the 

cultivation process for quality of shredded rice grain (Kao Mao) to compare the factor to 

study the shredded rice grain had the best quality. This study had 4 factors ; Organic 

cultivation and chemical breed cultivation, RD6, Douhee and Douboonma, weathering 0,1,2 

days and strorage container such as plastics, glasses bottles and brown bottles. The 

experiment to search physical and analyze relationship by DOE Analyze Taguchi Design for 

analyze the times to manufacturing and times to storage and performance of manufacturing 

The results of the study were as follows ; The first order of the factor had influence 

for time to manufacturing rice was breed 99.84% and the second order of the factor had 

influence for time to manufacturing rice was the storage containers 0.12% 

The first order of the factor of time to keep was time to weathering 97.39% and the second 

order of the factor of time to keep was agriculture 2.27% 

The first order of the factor of productivity was breed 60.92% and the second order of the 

factor of productivity was agriculture 84.35% 

The first order of the factor of multiple response relationship was weathering 54.20% and 

the second was breed 10.71% 

So that, you can be grown organic cultivation and chemical cultivation. You should 

choose Douboonma before storage you should aerate for 3 days and use brown bottles. 
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